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In 2015, the controlling stockholders of Books-A-D[^^[a`* @`U+ 'p87Dq or the
p9a_bS`kq) took the Company private through a squeeze-agf _WdYWd 'fZW pDWdYWdq(+
Each publicly held share of common stock was converted into the right to receive $3.25
per share, subject to the potential exercise of appraisal rights.
The plaintiffs are minority stockholders who contend that fZW 9a_bS`kse
directors, its controlling stockholders, and several of its officers breached their fiduciary
duties in connection with the Merger. They also contend that the transaction vehicles that
the controlling stockholders used to complete the Merger aided and abetted the
fiduciaries in breaching their duties. The defendants have moved to dismiss the complaint
for failing to state a claim on which relief can be granted.
The Merger followed the framework approved by the Delaware Supreme Court in
Kahn v. M&F Worldwide Corp., 88 A.3d 635 (Del. 2014). Consequently, unless the
plaintiffs can plead facts supporting a reasonable inference that one of the elements of the
framework was not met, the business judgment rule provides the operative standard of
review. Under that standard of review, the court will defer to the judgments made by the
UadbadSf[a`se X[VgU[Sd[We g`^Wee fZW DWdYWd [e ea WjfdW_W Se fa egYYWef iSefW+
KZW b^S[`f[XXes Ua_b^S[`f ZSe `af b^WV Ydag`Ve fa fS]W fZW fdS`eSUf[a` agfe[VW aX
the M&F Worldwide framework. The business judgment rule applies. The Merger cannot
be viewed as an act of waste. The complaint is therefore dismissed with prejudice.
I.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The relevant facts are drawn from the currently operative pleading, which is the
Verified Consolidated Amended Class Action 9a_b^S[`f 'fZW p9a_b^S[`fq(, and the
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documents it incorporates by reference. The principal document that the Complaint
incorporates is the definitive proxy statement filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission in connection with the Merger 'fZW pGdajk JfSfW_W`fq ad pGdajkq). This
court may consider the Proxy Statement to establish what was disclosed to stockholders
and other facts that are not subject to reasonable dispute. See In re Gen. Motors (Hughes)
6SAGD=>I 1BKB@., 897 A.2d 162, 170 (Del. 2006); Abbey v. E.W. Scripps Co., 1995 WL
478957, at *1 n.1 (Del. Ch. Aug. 9, 1995).
A.

The Company
BAM is a Delaware corporation that is engaged in the retail book business. It

operates over 250 bookstores, principally in the southeastern United States. BAM also
sells books over the internet, engages in wholesale book sales and distribution, and has an
internet development and services company. It owns a majority stake in a yogurt
business, and it also develops and manages real estate through its approximately 95%
stake in Preferred Growth Properties, LLC. Before the Merger, 87Dse Ua__a` efaU]
fdSVWV a` fZW E7J;7H >^aTS^ JW^WUf <jUZS`YW g`VWd fZW f[U]Wd ek_Ta^ p87DD+q
BAM was founded in 1917 by Clyde W. Anderson, and his descendants (the
p7`VWdea` =S_[^kq( continue to control the Company.1 At all times since BAMse [`[f[S^
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The members of the Anderson Family include Charles C. Anderson; Hilda B.
Anderson; Joel R. Anderson; Ashley Ruth Anderson; Charles C. Anderson, Jr.; Harold M.
Anderson; Kayrita Anderson; Charles C. Anderson, III; Hayley Anderson Milam; Anderson
BAMM Holdings, LLC; the Ashley Anderson Trust; the Lauren A. Anderson Irrevocable Trust;
the Olivia Barbour 1995 Trust; the Alexandra Ruth Anderson Irrevocable Trust; the First
7`VWdea` >dS`VUZ[^VdW`se Kdgef =8F 9ZSd^We 9+ 7`VWdea`* @@@6 fZW =[def 7`VWdea`
>dS`VUZ[^VdW`se Kdgef =8F ?Sk^Wk <+ 7`VWdea`6 fZW =[def 7`VWdea` >dS`VUZ[^VdW`se Kdgef =8F
Lauren 7+ 7`VWdea`6 fZW JWUa`V 7`VWdea` >dS`VUZ[^VdW`se Kdgef =8F 7^WjS`VdS I+ 7`VWdea`6
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public offering in 1992, the Anderson Family has Ua`fda^^WV S _S\ad[fk aX fZW 9a_bS`kse
shares. Collectively, before the Merger, the Anderson Family controlled shares carrying
approximately 57.6% of the 9a_bS`kse agfefS`V[`Y haf[`Y baiWd+ An Anderson Family
hWZ[U^W S^ea ai`e fZW _[`ad[fk [`fWdWef [` fZW 9a_bS`kse kaYgdf Tge[`Wee+
7f fZW f[_W aX fZW DWdYWd* fZW TaSdV aX V[dWUfade 'fZW p8aSdVq( ZSV X[hW _embers.
Two were members of the Anderson Family: Executive Chairman Clyde B. Anderson
and Terrence C. Anderson. The other three were Ronald G. Bruno, Ronald J. Domanico
and Edward W. Wilhelm. The Complaint names all five directors as defendants.
Bruno joined the Board in 1992. He was formerly the chairman and CEO of a
supermarket chain. At the time of the Merger, he was serving as president of an
investment company and chairman of a sports marketing firm. He also had served for
fourteen years on the board of Russell Corporation and for eighteen years on the board of
SouthTrust Bank.
Domanico joined the Board in 2014. At the time of the Merger, he was serving as
Senior Vice President of Strategic Initiatives and Capital Markets of Recall Corporation,
a management services company, and as a director of NanoLumens, a private LED
display designer and manufacturer. He also had served as CFO of HD Supply for several
years and as CFO and director of Caraustar Industries, Inc. for seven years.

fZW KZ[dV 7`VWdea` >dS`VUZ[^VdW`se Kdgef =8F KSk^ad 9+ 7`VWdea`6 fZW =agdfZ 7`VWdea`
>dS`VUZ[^VdW`se Kdgef =8F 9Sdea` 9+ 7`VWdea`6 fZW =[XfZ 7`VWdea` >dS`VUZ[^VdW`se Kdgef =8O
?Sda^V D+ 7`VWdea`6 fZW J[jfZ 7`VWdea` >dS`VUZ[^VdW`se Kdgef =8F 8W`f^Wk 8+ 7`VWdea`6 fZW
Charles C. Anderson Family Foundation; the Joel R. Anderson Family Foundation; and the
Clyde and Summer Anderson Foundation.
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Wilhelm joined the Board in 2013. At the time of the Merger, he was serving as
CFO of The Finish Line, Inc., an athletic shoe retailer. He is a certified public accountant
with experience in the bookstore industry, including fifteen years as an executive and
nine years as a board member with Borders Group, Inc.
None of the directors were members of management. The 9a_bS`kse President
and CEO iSe VWXW`VS`f KWddS`UW >+ =[`^Wk+ KZW 9a_bS`kse <jWUgf[hW M[UW GdWe[VW`f
and CFO was defendant I+ KaVV EaVW`+ KZW 9a_bS`kse <jWUgf[hW M[UW GdWe[VW`f aX
Real Estate and Business Development was defendant James F. Turner. At the time of the
Merger, Finley, Noden, and Turner owned approximately 6.2% aX fZW 9a_bS`kse Wcg[fk+
KZWk S^ea ai`WV fZW _[`ad[fk efS]W [` fZW 9a_bS`kse dWS^ WefSfW VWhW^ab_W`f egTe[V[Sdk+
In connection with the Merger, Finley, Noden, and Turner agreed to roll over their equity
in the Company in return for equity in the holding company that owns, post-Merger,
100% of the stock of the Company. The executives have maintained their management
positions with the Company.
B.

Prior Discussions About A Potential Merger
At various times during the past four years, the Anderson Family and the

Company have discussed a potential business combination. In April 2012, the Anderson
Family proposed to acquire the outstanding BAM shares for $3.05 per share, representing
a 20% premiu_ ahWd 87Dse U^ae[`Y bd[UW fZW bdWh[age VSk+ KZW 8aSdV Xad_WV S ebWU[S^
committee, which evaluated the proposal. The special committee concluded that the
proposal undervalued the Company and asked the Anderson Family to raise their price. In
July 2012, after further negotiations, the Anderson Family withdrew their proposal.
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During the summer of 2013, an entity that the Proxy Statement calls pParty Oq
approached BAM about a potential transaction. Party Y appears to have been a financial
buyer. BAM and Party Y entered into a confidentiality agreement, and Party Y visited
87Dse facilities and stores. In September, Party Y provided Clyde Anderson with an
expression of interest in acquiring the Anderson Familyse T^aU] for $3.30 per share in
cash. Party Y indicated that it planned to cause the Company to sell its real estate
holdings. Party Y also said that [f _[YZf TW i[^^[`Y fa SUcg[dW S^^ aX fZW 9a_bS`kse
shares. In October, Party Y confirmed its interest in potentially acquiring all of the
9a_bS`kse eZSdWe+ KZW 8aSdV V[dWUfWV _S`SYW_W`f fa W`YSYW [` V[eUgee[a`e i[fZ GSdfk
Y. Clyde Anderson also participated in the discussions. According to the Proxy
JfSfW_W`f* pQfRZW 9a_bS`k TWYS` fa cgWef[a` fZW eWd[age`Wee aX fZW V[eUgee[a`e iZen
Party Y did not retain an investment banking firm, and its advisors did not engage in
discussions i[fZ fZW 9a_bS`kse SVh[eade* S`V GSdfk O _SVW `a h[e[T^W WXXadfe fa Ua`VgUf
V[^[YW`UW+q Gdajk Sf -1+ pQFR` ;WUW_TWd /* .,-/* 9^kVW 8+ 7`VWdea` [`Xad_WV fZW Board
fZSf V[eUgee[a`e i[fZ GSdfk O iag^V TW V[eUa`f[`gWV+q Id.
In early 2014, Party Y approached BAM again. This time, Party Y proposed to
acquire all of the outstanding shares of BAM for $4.15 per share. Consistent with the
position it took when it first approached the Company in summer 2013, Party Y stated
that V[V `af iS`f fa dWfS[` S^^ aX fZW 9a_bS`kse Tge[`Wee eWY_W`fe; Party Y only wanted
the retail trade and e-Ua__WdUW eWY_W`fe+ 7UUadV[`Y fa fZW Gdajk JfSfW_W`f* pQfRZW
proposal indicated that the buyer did not have sufficient capital to acquire the whole
Tge[`Wee+q Id. The proposal was subject to the Anderson Family (i) providing a backstop
5

Ua__[f_W`f fa SUcg[dW 87Dse dWS^ WefSfW Za^V[`Ye Xad Sf ^WSef $-5 _[^^[a` and (ii)
buying certain other assets for approximately $2.8 million. Id. On April 1, 2014, the
Anderson Family advised the Board that they pwould not support this proposal which
relied on a backstop from [them].q Id.
On April 16, 2014, Party Y* fZW 9a_bS`kse general counsel, and members of the
Anderson Family met in person in New York, New York. After the meeting, Party Y
raised its bid to $4.21 per share with the same conditions. The Anderson Family
maintained that they would not support GSdfk Ose proposal. The Proxy Statement states:
[O]ur Board unanimously resolved to terminate discussions with Party Y
Y[hW`* S_a`Y afZWd fZ[`Ye* GSdfk Ose ^SU] aX egTefS`f[S^ SeeWfe aX [fe ai`*
and its apparent inability to identify any source to finance the transaction in
Xg^^* fZW 7`VWdea` XS_[^kse g`i[^^ingness to sell their shares of the
9a_bS`k* GSdfk Ose dW^[S`UW a` fZe Anderson Family committing to
SUcg[dW fZW 9a_bS`kse dWS^ WefSfW Za^V[`Ye Xad Sf ^WSef $-5 _[^^[a` S`V fZW
7`VWdea` =S_[^kse g`i[^^[`Y`Wee fa Va ea+
Id.
C.

The $2,-5632 &*1/09;6 Proposal
On January 29, 2015, the Board received an unsolicited proposal from the

Anderson Family to acquire the outstanding shares of BAM common stock that they did
not already own for $2.75 per share in a negotiated transaction. The price represented a
64% premium ahWd 87Dse U^ae[`Y bd[UW fZW VSk aX fZW T[V S`V S 21% bdW_[g_ ahWd fZW
average closing price for the past 90 trading days. The proposal anticipated that the
transaction would take the form of merger between the Company and a newly formed
acquisition vehicle, that management would remain in place following the merger, and
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fZSf fZW fdS`eSUf[a` iag^V TW X[`S`UWV ge[`Y Taddai[`Ye ShS[^ST^W g`VWd fZW 9a_bS`kse
existing credit facility. Dkt. 19, Ex. D.
The proposal stated that the Anderson Family expected the Board to establish a
special committee of independent directors with its own financial and legal advisors. The
bdabaeS^ dWbdWeW`fWV fZSf fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^k pi[^^ `af _ahW XadiSdV i[fZ fZW
fdS`eSUf[a` g`^Wee [f [e SbbdahWV Tk fZW JbWU[S^ 9a__[ffWW+q Id. The proposal also stated
fZSf pS`k VWX[`[f[ve acquisition agreement would need to include a non-waivable majority
aX fZW _[`ad[fk hafW Ua`V[f[a`+q Id. The proposal stated that the Anderson Family was
only interested in acquiring the shares that it did not already own and that it was not
interested in selling its shares to a third party.
D.

The Committee And Its Advisors
On January 30, 2015, the Board met to discuss the Anderson Familkse bdabaeS^+

The 8aSdV Xad_WV S ebWU[S^ Ua__[ffWW 'fZW p9a__[ffWWq( fa dWh[Wi* Wvaluate, and
negotiate the terms of a potential transaction. The initial members of the Committee were
the three directors who were not affiliated with the Anderson Family: Bruno, Domanico,
and Wilhelm. The Board authorized the Committee to retain legal and financial advisors,
to establish rules and procedures for the process, and to take any other actions that might
be required. The Board noted that although it expected the Committee to begin work
immediately, it also expected that the members of the Committee would hire their own
^WYS^ Uag`eW^* iZa iag^V ZW^b UdSXf dWea^gf[a`e ebWU[Xk[`Y fZW 9a__[ffWWse baiWde S`V
mandate in greater detail.
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After the full Board meeting, the Committee met and discussed a process for
selecting a legal advisor. On February 3, 2015, after interviewing two law firms, the
Committee retained King & Spalding LLP. On February 5, the Committee elected
Wilhelm as chair and discussed a process for selecting a financial advisor.
On February 6, 2015, Bruno discussed with King & Spalding Z[e psocial and civic
relationships with the Anderson Family.q Proxy at 16. Later that day, King & Spalding
met with Domanico and Wilhelm, without Bruno, to discuss the relationships. They
decided it would be preferable if Bruno did not serve on the Committee. Bruno concurred
and resigned that day.
On February 16, 2015, the Committee retained Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell
LLP as Delaware counsel. On February 23, after vetting three firms, the Committee
selected Houlihan Lokey to serve as its financial advisor. Before hiring Houlihan Lokey,
the Committee considered that in 2012 and 2013, Houlihan Lokey had provided
transactional advisory services to an entity affiliated with the Anderson Family and
received aggregate fees of approximately $260,000.
On February 24, 2015, King & Spalding XadiSdVWV fa fZW 9a_bS`kse YW`WdS^
Uag`eW^ VWfS[^WV dWea^gf[a`e WefST^[eZ[`Y fZW 9a__[ffWWse SgfZad[fk S`V _S`VSfW+
Pursuant to those resolutions, the Special Committee was authorized to
conduct the evaluation and negotiation of the potential transaction, evaluate
and negotiate the terms of any proposed definitive or other documents in
respect of the proposal (subject to the approval of our Board), report its
recommendations and conclusions to our Board, including a determination
and recommendation as to whether the proposal was fair, advisable and in
fZW TWef [`fWdWef aX fZW 9a_bS`k S`V fZW 9a_bS`kse efaU]Za^VWde* S`V
ebWU[X[US^^k fZW 9a_bS`kse efaU]Za^VWds not affiliated with the Anderson
Family, investigate the Company and the proposal, review, evaluate and, if
8

necessary, negotiate other strategic options available to the Company,
determine, in its sole discretion, to elect not to pursue the proposal and to
retain its own independent legal and financial advisors at the 9a_bS`kse
expense. The resolutions also authorized the Special Committee to review,
evaluate and negotiate other strategic options available to the Company. In
addition, the resolutions stated that the Board would not approve the
proposal without a favorable recommendation from the Special Committee.
Proxy at 17. The full Board approved the resolutions by written consent.
E.

The Committee Starts Work.
Having retained its legal and financial advisors and clarified the scope of its

authority and mandate, the Committee worked with its advisors to develop a strategy for
WhS^gSf[`Y fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse bdabaeS^+ ;Web[fW fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse efSfW_W`fe
about not intending to sell any shares, the Committee decided to solicit offers for BAM
from various other parties, which would enable the Committee to better assess the value
aX 87D S`V fZW SffdSUf[hW`Wee aX fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse aXXWd+ Particularly in light of the
7`VWdea` =S_[^kse b^S` fa X[`S`UW [fe bdabaeS^ ge[`Y fZW 9a_bS`kse Wj[ef[`Y UdWV[f
facility, the Committee decided to evaluate alternative transaction structures, such as a
leveraged recapitalization or special dividend.
In April 2015, Houlihan Lokey evaluated alternative structures. Houlihan Lokey
also contacted three entitiesoParties X, Y, and Zothat had previously expressed interest
in acquiring BAM. All three initially expressed interest in a potential transaction. King &
Spalding [`Xad_WV fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse Uag`eW^ about the existence of potential
competition.
Ultimately, only Party Y submitted an indication of interest. In a letter dated April
22, 2015, Party Y proposed to acquire all of the shares of BAM for $4.21 per share,
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conditioned on due diligence, financing the fdS`eSUf[a` ge[`Y 87Dse Wj[ef[`Y UdWV[f
facility, and a no-shop provision in the definitive transaction agreement. A representative
of the Anderson Family called Houlihan Lokey and reiterated that the Anderson Family
was only interested in acquiring the shares it did not already own and was not interested
in selling its shares.
KZW 9a__[ffWW Ua`e[VWdWV GSdfk Ose bdabaeS^ S`V fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse
position. The Committee instructed its advisors to determine whether Party Y would
consider a minority investment. Party Y indicated that it was only interested in
purchasing a controlling stake in the Company.
F.

Negotiations With The Anderson Family
The Committee decided that its best course was to negotiate with the Anderson

=S_[^k+ F` 7bd[^ .5* .,-1* fZW 9a__[ffWW VWU[VWV fa dW\WUf fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse
proposal and counter at $3.36 per share. On May 4, in response to the Committeese
counteroffer, the Anderson Family increased its offer to $3.10 per share, conditioned on a
d[YZf fa fWd_[`SfW fZW fdS`eSUf[a` [X _adW fZS` 1% aX fZW 9a_bS`kse efaU]Za^VWde eagYZf
appraisal. On May 5, the Committee countered at $3.25 per share without any appraisal
rights condition. On May 7, the Anderson Family raised its offer to $3.25 per share but
with the 5% appraisal rights condition.
Negotiations briefly stalled over the inclusion of the appraisal rights condition. On
May 11, 2015, the Committee decided to accept the concept of a condition, but to
negotiate for a higher threshold. On May 13, the parties agreed to increase the appraisal
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rights condition to 10% or more of the outstanding shares. With the key business terms
resolved, counsel began preparing a transaction agreement.
On May 29, 2015, Party Y sent a letter to Houlihan Lokey reaffirming its interest
in acquiring 100% of the shares of BAM for $4.21 per share, subject to the same
conditions set out in its April 22 proposal. Counsel to the Committee and the Anderson
Family continued negotiating the terms of the transaction agreement.
On June 30, 2015, King & Spalding advised the Committee that because the
potential transaction with the Anderson Family would be financed through the use of the
9a_bS`kse Wj[ef[`Y UdWV[f XSU[^[fk* [f iag^V TW bdgVW`f fa aTfS[` S ea^hW`Uk ab[`[a`+ KZW
Committee instructed King & Spalding to discuss the cost of an opinion with the
9a_bS`kse YW`WdS^ Uag`eW^+
G.

The Committee Approves The Merger.
On July 13, 2015, the Committee members met in person to consider the proposed

transaction. Representatives from King & Spalding advised the Committee regarding
their legal duties and other matters. At that point, as a matter of efficiency, the Committee
[`h[fWV 8dg`a fa ^[efW` fa Uag`eW^se VWeUd[bf[a` aX fZW proposed transaction and a
presentation from Houlihan Lokey regarding the fairness of the transaction. Because
Clyde and Terrence Anderson had recused themselves, Bruno was the only other member
of the Board who would need to hear the presentations before considering whether to
approve the Merger. By allowing Bruno to sit in on the presentations, the Committee
members avoided needing to have the advisors go through their presentations a second
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time, just for Bruno* [X fZW 9a__[ffWW VWU[VWV fa dWUa__W`V fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse
proposal to the Board.
King & Spalding reviewed the principal terms of the proposed transaction with the
Committee and Bruno. Counsel noted that the closing of the transaction was conditioned
a` SbbdahS^ Tk fZW Za^VWde aX S _S\ad[fk aX fZW 9a_bS`kse agfefS`V[`Y Ua__a` efaU]
not beneficially owned by the purchaser group or the Compa`kse JWUf[a` -2 aXX[UWde+
Houlihan Lokey advised the Company that no one other than Party Y had submitted an
alternative proposal. The Proxy Statement states:
The Special Committee concluded that the proposal from Party Y was not
viable for various reasons, including the conditions imposed and the fact
that the Anderson Family would be required to sell their ownership interest
[` fZW 9a_bS`k g`VWd GSdfk Ose bdabaeS^ 'iZ[UZ fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^k ZSV
confirmed that they were unwilling to do).
Proxy at 23.
Houlihan Lokey then presented its financial analysis of the merger consideration.
At the conclusion of its analysis, Houlihan Lokey delivered an oral opinion, subsequently
Ua`X[d_WV [` id[f[`Y* fZSf fZW $/+.1 bWd eZSdW Ua`fW_b^SfWV Tk fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse
propaeS^ iSe XS[d fa fZW 9a_bS`kse _[`ad[fk efaU]Za^VWde Xda_ S X[`S`U[S^ ba[`f aX h[Wi+
At that point, Noden, tZW 9a_bS`kse 9=F, joined the meeting to discuss a
proposed solvency opinion from a third-party valuation firm. After his presentation, the
Committee excused Noden, Bruno, and the Houlihan Lokey representatives. The
Committee members then deliberated and voted to dWUa__W`V fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse
offer to the full Board.
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Later on July 13, 2015, the full Board met in person in Birmingham, Alabama to
dWUW[hW S`V Ua`e[VWd fZW 9a__[ffWWse dWUa__W`VSf[a`+ 9^kVW S`V KWddW`UW 7`VWdea`
abstained from the vote. The other three directors voted in favor of the transaction,
approved the merger agreement, and resolved to recommend it to the 9a_bS`kse
stockholders.
H.

The Stockholder Vote
The terms of the Merger were set forth in an agreement and plan of merger dated

Ag^k -/* .,-1 'fZW pDWdYWd 7YdWW_W`fq( between and among the Company and two
acquisition vehicles formed by the Anderson Family: Fa_[^k DWdYWd JgT* @`U+ 'pDWdYWd
JgTq( S`V =S_[^k 7Ucg[e[f[a` ?a^V[`Ye* @`U+ 'pGSdW`fq(+ KZW DWdYWd 7YdWW_W`f
contemplated a reverse triangular merger in which Merger Sub would merge with and
into the Company, the separate corporate existence of Merger Sub would cease, and the
Company would survive as a subsidiary of Parent. The merger consideration of $3.25 per
eZSdW hS^gWV fZW 9a_bS`kse _[`ad[fk [`fWdWef Sf $.- _[^^[a`+ KZW Merger was financed
fZdagYZ Taddai[`Ye g`VWd fZW 9a_bS`kse UdWV[f XSU[^[f[We+ In connection with the Merger,
the 9a_bS`kse fZdWW fab WjWUgf[hWe 'Finley, Nolen, and Turner) entered into roll-over
agreements in which they committed to contribute their BAM common stock to Parent in
return for an equity interest in Parent. The members of the Anderson Family entered into
a voting agreement in which they committed to voting all of their common stock in favor
of the Merger. Clyde and Terrence Anderson executed the voting agreement on behalf of
the members of the Anderson Family.
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On August 21, 2015, BAM filed a 93-page preliminary proxy statement with the
SEC. On August 27, 2015, the Company obtained a solvency opinion from Cappello
Group, Inc. On October 22, BAM filed its definitive proxy statement, followed by a
revised version on October 23.
ThW DWdYWd 7YdWW_W`f iSe egT_[ffWV fa fZW 9a_bS`kse stockholders at a
meeting held on December 8, 2015. Holders of approximately 66.3% of the shares who
were not affiliated with the Anderson Family or any Section 16 officer of the Company
approved the Merger. The transaction closed on December 10.
I.

This Litigation
A stockholder plaintiff filed suit in July 2015 and another in October. The same

law firms represented both plaintiffs. In February 2016, the cases were consolidated.
After the defendants moved to dismiss the consolidated complaint and filed their opening
briefs, the plaintiffs elected to amend their complaint, resulting in the currently operative
pleading. The defendants renewed their motions to dismiss.
II.

LEGAL ANALYSIS

The defendants have moved to dismiss the complaint for failing to state a claim on
which relief can be granted. See Ct. Ch. R. 12(b)(6). When considering such a motion,
(i) all well-pleaded factual allegations are accepted as true; (ii) even vague
allegations are well-pleaded if they give the opposing party notice of the
claim; (iii) the Court must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the
non-moving party; and [(iv)] dismissal is inappropriate unless the plaintiff
would not be entitled to recover under any reasonably conceivable set of
circumstances susceptible of proof.
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Savor, Inc. v. FMR Corp., 812 A.2d 894, 896n97 (Del. 2002) (footnotes and internal
quotation marks omitted).
The Complaint names eight individuals and two entities as defendants. The
individual defendants are (i) Domanico and Wilhelm, as the two members of the
Committee who negotiated and recommended the Merger, (ii) Bruno, as a director who
voted with Domanico and Wilhelm to approve the Merger, (iii) Clyde Anderson and
Terrence Anderson, as the representatives of the Anderson Family, and (iv) Finley,
Noden, and Turner, as members of management. The two entity defendants are the two
acquisition vehicles, Parent and Merger Sub.
The Complaint contains three counts. Count I asserts that all of the individual
defendants breached their fiduciary duties in connection with the Merger. Count I
primarily focuses on the members of the Committee, but it also alleges that Bruno tainted
fZW 9a__[ffWWse bdaUWee and contends that all three directors breached their duties by
voting in favor of the Merger at the Board level. Count I also alleges that the three
executives breached their duties by rolling over their shares as part of the Merger. It
further contends that Clyde and Terrence Anderson somehow breached their duties as
directors, even though they did not participate in the process as directors and recused
themselves from the vote. Count II separately contends that the Andersons breached their
fiduciary duties under the more comprehensible theory that they did so as controlling
stockholders. Compl. ¶ 114. Count III alleges that the acquisition vehicles aided and
abetted the individual defendants in breaching their duties.
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In this case, it is not necessary to parse finely among the defendants and counts.
KZW b^S[`f[XXes UadW contention is that the fiduciaries involved in the Merger breached
their duties. The members of the Anderson Family, embodied by Clyde and Terrence
Anderson, breached their fiduciary duties as fZW 9a_bS`kse Ua`fda^^[`Y efaU]Za^VWds by
proposing, negotiating, and engaging in the Merger. The committee members breached
their fiduciary duties by negotiating the Merger and recommending it to the Board. And
the _W_TWde aX fZW 8aSdV iZa Xa^^aiWV fZW 9a__[ffWWse dWUa__W`VSf[a` breached their
fiduciary duties by approving the Merger and recommending it to the stockholders. If that
central theory fails to state a claim, then the members of management cannot have
breached their fiduciary duties by rolling over their shares as part of a transaction
untainted by any other breach. Likewise, if there is no underlying breach of duty, then the
acquisition vehicles cannot have aided and abetted anything.
Whether the plaintiffss UadW Ua`fW`f[a` efSfWe a claim for breach of fiduciary duty
depends on the applicable standard of review. Ordinarily, when a controlling stockholder
takes a company private, the operative standard of review is the entire fairness test. See
Kahn v. Tremont Corp., 694 A.2d 422, 428 (Del. 1997). In M&F Worldwide, the
Delaware Supreme Court held that the business judgment rule would provide the
operative standard of review if the controller satisfied the following six elements:
(i) the controller conditions the procession of the transaction on the
approval of both a Special Committee and a majority of the minority
stockholders; (ii) the Special Committee is independent; (iii) the Special
Committee is empowered to freely select its own advisors and to say no
definitely; (iv) the Special Committee meets its duty of care in negotiating a
fair price; (v) the vote of the minority is informed; and (vi) there is no
coercion of the minority.
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88 A.3d at 645. When the business judgment rule provides the operative standard of
review, then a court will not consider the substance of the transaction unless its terms are
so extreme as to constitute waste and thereby support an inference of subjective bad faith.
See /F I> 2,9 6SAGD=>IJ 1BKB@&, 67 A.3d 496, 519 & nn.107 & 109 (Del. Ch. 2013)
(Strine, C.), ;??S= sub nom. M&F Worldwide, 88 A.3d 635 (Del. 2014).
Compliance with the M&F Worldwide structure can be tested on a motion to
dismiss.2 If the defendants have described their adherence to the elements identified in
M&F Worldwide p[` S bgT^[U iSk eg[fST^W Xad \gV[U[S^ `af[UW* egUZ Se TaSdV dWea^gf[a`e
and a proxy stafW_W`f*q fZW` fZW Uagdf i[^^ Sbb^k fZW Tge[`Wee \gVY_W`f dg^W Sf fZW _af[a`
fa V[e_[ee efSYW g`^Wee fZW b^S[`f[XX ZSe pb^WV XSUfe egXX[U[W`f fa US^^ [`fa cgWef[a` fZW
Wj[efW`UW aX fZaeW W^W_W`fe+q Swomley, 2014 WL 4470947, at *20.
In this case, the allegations of the Complaint do not support a reasonably
conceivable inference that any of the M&F Worldwide conditions were not met. The
business judgment rule therefore applies. The Complaint also does not support a
reasonably conceivable inference that the Merger constituted waste. Consequently, the
VWXW`VS`fes _af[a` [e YdS`fWV+

2

Swomley v. Schlecht, 2014 WL 4470947, at *20 (Del. Ch. Aug. 27, 2014)
(TRANSCRIPT), ;??S=, 128 A.3d 992 (Del. 2015) (TABLE); see MFW, 67 A.3d at 504
(explaining that one purpose of the M&F Worldwide structure was to remedy a doctrinal
e[fgSf[a` [` iZ[UZ fZWdW iSe p`a XWSe[T^W iSk Xad VWXW`Vants to get [cases] dismissed on the
b^WSV[`Yeq(6 J>> ;DJG /F I> )GO )GEE<FSJ% /F<& 6SAGD=>IJ 1BKB@&, 879 A.2d 604, 618, 628, 633,
644, 647 (Del. Ch. 2005) (proposing the framework eventually adopted in M&F Worldwide and
noting problems with the then-existing regime under which defendants lacked a meaningful
chance of prevailing on a motion to dismiss).
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A.

The Dual Upfront Conditions
The first requirement of M&F Worldwide is that the controller condition the

fdS`eSUf[a` pab initio upon both the approval of an independent, adequately-empowered
Special Committee that fulfills its duty of care; and the uncoerced, informed vote of a
_S\ad[fk aX fZW _[`ad[fk efaU]Za^VWde+q 88 A.3d at 644.
The offer letter dated January 29, 2015, that the Anderson Family sent to the
Company conditioned any transaction, from the outset, on approval by both a special
committee of independent directors and a non-waivable vote of disinterested
stockholders. The operative text in fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse aXXWd ^WffWd was substantively
identical to what was held to be sufficient in M&F Worldwide. See MFW, 67 A.3d at 506.
The Complaint does not allege that the Anderson Family delayed establishing the
conditions, wavered from them, or sought to circumvent them.
KZW b^S[`f[XXes ea^W SdYg_W`f a` fZW X[def W^W_W`f [e fZSf fZW .,-1 bdabaeS^ iSe S
Ua`f[`gSf[a` aX fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse .,-. bdabaeS^* iZ[UZ V[V `af ZShW fZW twin
conditions necessary for the M&F Worldwide framework. That is not a reasonably
conceivable inference. The Complaint recognizes that a special committee rejected the
2012 offer, thereby terminating it. See, e.g., ARTHUR LINTON CORBIN, CORBIN ON
CONTRACTS m /+0- 'DSffZWi 8W`VWd .,-2( 'Wjb^S[`[`Y fZSf pS VWX[`[fW dW\WUf[a`
fWd_[`SfWe fZW aXXWdWWse baiWd fa SUUWbfq(+ KZW 2015 offer came nearly three years after
the 2012 offer and contained a different price and different terms. The 2015 proposal was
a different offer, and it generated a separate process. The first requirement for the M&F
Worldwide framework is therefore satisfied.
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B.

).- %311/77--;6 '2,-4-2,-2+The second requirement under M&F Worldwide is that the members of the special

committee are disinterested and independent. 88 A.3d at 645. To plead that a director is
interested in a manner sufficient to challenge the M&F Worldwide framework, a plaintiff
must allege facts supporting a reasonably conceivable inference that the director received
pS bWdea`S^ X[`S`U[S^ TW`WX[f Xda_ S fdS`eSUf[a` that is not equally shared by the
efaU]Za^VWde+q3 To plead that a director is not independent in a manner sufficient to
challenge the M&F Worldwide framework, a plaintiff must allege facts supporting a
reasonable inference that a director is sufficiently loyal to, beholden to, or otherwise

3

Rales v. Blasband, 634 A.2d 927, 936 (Del. 1993) (citations omitted); accord Cede &
Co. v. Technicolor, Inc., 634 A.2d 345, 362 (Del. 1993) 'pClassic examples of director selfinterest in a business transaction involve either a director appearing on both sides of a transaction
or a director receiving a personal benefit from a transaction not received by the shareholders
YW`WdS^^k+q) (footnotes omitted); Pogostin v. Rice, 480 A.2d 619, 624 (Del. 1984) 'p;[dWUtorial
interest exists whenever . . . a director either has received, or is entitled to receive, a personal
financial benefit from the challenged transaction which is not equally shared by the
stockho^VWde+q( 'Xaaf`afW a_[ffWV(+ pQ7R egT\WUf[hW rSUfgS^ bWdea`s efS`VSdV Q[e geWVR fa
VWfWd_[`W iZWfZWd S rY[hW`s V[dWUfad iSe ^[]W^k fa TW SXXWUfWV [` fZW eS_W ad e[_[^Sd
U[dUg_efS`UWe+q McMullin v. Beran, 765 A.2d 910, 923 (Del. 2000) (citing Cinerama, Inc. v.
Technicolor, Inc.* 22/ 7+.V --12* --23 ';W^+ -551((+ pQKRZW TW`WX[f received by the director and
not shared with stockholders must be rof a sufficiently material importance, in the context of the
directorss economic circumstances, as to have made it improbable that the director could perform
her fiduciary duties . . . without being influenced by her overriding personal interest+sq In re
7I;=GJ /F<& 6SAGD=>I 1BKB@&, 2009 WL 2225958, at *6 (Del. Ch. July 24, 2009) (quoting In re
->F& 2GKGIJ )D;JJ . 6SAGD=ers Litig., 734 A.2d 611, 617 (Del. Ch. 1999)).
In Brehm v. Eisner, the Delaware Supreme Court overruled seven precedents, including
Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 815 (Del. 1984) and Pogostin, to the extent they reviewed a
Rule 23.1 decision by the Court of Chancery under an abuse of discretion standard or otherwise
suggested deferential appellate review. 746 A.2d 244, 253 n.13 (Del. 2000),. The Brehm court
held that, going forward, appellate review of a Rule 23.1 determination would be de novo and
plenary. Id. at 253. This decision does not rely on Aronson or Pogostin for the standard of
appellate review and therefore omits the cumbersome subsequent history.
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influenced by an interested party so as fa g`VWd_[`W fZW V[dWUfadse ST[^[fk fa \gVYW fZW
matter on its merits.4
The plaintiffs do not directly challenge the independence or disinterestedness of
Wilhelm or Domanico, who were the two individuals who served on the Committee,
negotiated with the Anderson Family, and decided to recommend fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse
offer to the Board. The Complaint does not allege, for example, that Wilhelm or
Domanico are related to the Anderson Family. They each held a 0.2% interest in BAM

4

Aronson, 473 A.2d at 815 (stating that one way to allege successfully that an individual
directod [e g`VWd fZW Ua`fda^ aX S`afZWd [e Tk b^WSV[`Y pegUZ XSUfe Se iag^V VW_a`efdSfW fZSf
fZdagYZ bWdea`S^ ad afZWd dW^Sf[a`eZ[be fZW V[dWUfade SdW TWZa^VW` fa fZW Ua`fda^^[`Y bWdea`q(6
accord Friedman v. Beningson, 1995 WL 716762, at *4 (Del. Ch. Dec. 4, 1995) (Allen, C.)
'pKZW dWcg[dW_W`f fZSf V[dWUfade WjWdU[eW independent judgment, (insofar as it is a distinct
prerequisite to business judgment review from a requirement that directors exercise financially
disinterested judgment), directs a court to an inquiry into all of the circumstances that are alleged
to have inappropriately affected the exercise of board power. This inquiry may include the
subject whether some or all directors are rbeholdens to or under the control, domination or strong
influence of a party with a material financial interest in the transaction under attack, which
[`fWdWef [e SVhWdeW fa fZSf aX fZW UadbadSf[a`+q(+ A classic example is a close familial relationship.
See, e.g., Harbor Fin. Partners v. Huizenga, 751 A.2d 879, 889 (Del. Ch. -555( 'pKZSf ?gVea`
also happens to be Huizengass brother-in-law makes me incredulous about Hudsonss
impartiality. Close familial relationships between directors can create a reasonable doubt as to
impartiality. The plaintiff bears no burden to plead facts demonstrating that directors who are
closely related have no history of discord or enmity that renders the natural inference of mutual
^akS^fk S`V SXXWUf[a` g`dWSea`ST^W+q( (footnote omitted); Chaffin v. GNI Gp., Inc., 1999 WL
721569, at *5 (Del. Ch. Sept. 3, 1999) (holding that a father-son relationship was sufficient to
rebut the presumption of independence: p@`ZWdW`f [` fZW bSdW`fS^ dW^Sf[a`eZ[b [e fZW bSdW`fss
natural desire to help his or her child succeed. . . . [M]ost parents would find it highly difficult, if
not impossible, to maintain a completely neutral, disinterested position on an issue, where his or
ZWd ai` UZ[^V iag^V TW`WX[f egTefS`f[S^^k [X fZW bSdW`f VWU[VWe fZW [eegW S UWdfS[` iSkq(6 see also
London v. Tyrrell, 2010 WL 877528, at *14 n.60 (Del. 9Z+ DSd+ --* .,-,( 'pQ@R` fZW bdW-suit
demand context, plaintiffs can often meet their burden of establishing a lack of independence
with a simple allegation of a familial relationship. Surely then . . . it will be nigh unto impossible
for a corporation bearing the burden of proof to demonstrate that an SLC member is independent
in the face of plaintiffss allegation that the SLC member and a director defendant have a family
dW^Sf[a`eZ[b+q(.
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common stock at the time of the Merger, but their stock was not treated any differently
than the minority shares. Although the Complaint notes in a footnote that each member of
the Committee pdWUW[hWQVR $/1*,,, [` USeZq Xad serving, the payment was not contingent
on the success of the Merger. Compl. ¶ 62 n.2; Proxy at 53. See Swomley, 2014 WL
4470947, at *21 (holding that receipt of a non-contingent fee by a special committee
member does not render that committee member interested or not independent).
Instead, the plaintiffs raise two collateral attacks on the independence and
disinterestedness of the Committee: (i) they allege that Bruno, who purportedly was not
independent, tainted the independence of the Committee by sitting in on Houlihan
Ca]Wkse XS[d`Wee ab[`[a` bdWeW`fSf[a`6 S`V '[[( they allege that Wilhelm and Domanico
approved the Merger in bad faith, thereby displaying a lack of independence in fact.
In challenging the independence of Bruno, the plaintiffs point to language in the
Proxy disclosing that Bruno resigned from the Committee after identifying his peaU[S^
and civic relationships with the Anderson Family.q Precisely because Bruno resigned
from the Committee at an early stage, this decision need not determine whether the
Complaint supports a reasonably conceivable inference that Bruno could not be
independent. He only served on the Committee for a matter of days, and he did not
participate in the negotiation of the Merger. He voluntarily resigned after receiving
feedback from his fellow Committee members that it would be preferable if he did not
serve. That was a commendable step for Bruno and the Committee to take. The same
thing happened in MFW, where a director initially was appointed to the special
committee because he was independent under the rules of the New York Stock Exchange,
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but resigned shortly thereafter when it was determined fZSf ZW ZSV pea_W UgddW`f
relationships that could raise questions about his independence for purposes of serving on
fZW ebWU[S^ Ua__[ffWW+q 23 7+/V Sf 1,3+ Agef Se S bda_bf dWe[Y`Sf[a` V[V `af g`VWd_[`W
the effectiveness of the M&F Worldwide framework in the seminal case, it does not
g`VWd_[`W fZW 9a__[ffWWse [`VWbW`VW`UW ZWdW+
KZW b^S[`f[XXe SdYgW fZSf 8dg`a fS[`fWV fZW 9a__[ffWWse [`VWbW`VW`UW Tk e[ff[`Y [`
a` ?ag^[ZS` Ca]Wkse XS[d`Wee bdWeW`fSf[a` SXfWd the negotiations were completed. Clyde
and Terrence Anderson had recused themselves from the sale process because of their
role on the buy side, leaving Wilhelm, Domanico, and Bruno to comprise the quorum
necessary for transactional approval. As a member of the Board who ultimately would
vote on the Merger, Bruno needed to hear the fairness presentation.
To create a truly pristine process, Houlihan Lokey could have given its
presentation twice: once to Wilhelm and Domanico as members of the Committee, then,
if they recommended the transaction, a second time to Wilhelm, Domanico, and Bruno as
members of the Board. The directors decided to avoid the need for a repeat performance
by having Bruno sit in when Houlihan Lokey made its presentation to the Committee.
After hearing the presentation, Bruno was excused, as was Houlihan Lokey and Noden,
fZW 9a_bS`kse 9=F. Wilhelm and Domanico then deliberated and voted to accept the
7`VWdea` =S_[^kse aXXWd+ L`VWd V[XXWdW`f U[dUg_efS`UWe* fZW bSdf[U[bSf[a` aX S V[dWUfad
whose independence was compromised might be problematic. But in this case, the
allegations of the Complaint do not support a reasonably conceivable inference that
having Bruno present solely for Hog^[ZS` Ca]Wkse XS[d`Wee bdWeW`fSf[a` bdWhW`fe fZW
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Merger from meeting this element of the M&F Worldwide test.
The plaintiffss eWUa`V SdYg_W`f dWYSdV[`Y N[^ZW^_ S`V ;a_S`[Uase [`VWbW`VW`UW
and disinterestedness goes to the core of their case. The plaintiffs contend that even if
Wilhelm and Domanico appeared to be independent, disinterested, and uninfluenced by
Bru`ase bgdbadfWV^k fS[`f[`Y bdWeW`UW, that appearance is belied by their bad faith actions.
KZW b^S[`f[XXe S^^WYW fZSf Tk dWUa__W`V[`Y fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse aXXWd* Wilhelm and
Domanico elevated the interests of the Anderson Family over those of the minority
stockholders, so they must have lacked independence in fact.
It is not immediately clear how an argument regarding bad faith fits within the
M&F Worldwide framework. The Delaware Supreme Court did not discuss whether a
plaintiff could seek to call into question the independence of a director by contending that
although appearing independent, the director did not in fact act independently for the
benefit of the stockholders but rather in pursuit of some other interest, such as to benefit
the controlling stockholder. The trial court opinion did not devote significant attention to
the issue, but it did state, after concluding that the committee in that case had met its duty
aX USdW* fZSf pQTRWUSgeW fZW ebWU[S^ Ua__[ffWW iSe Ua_bd[eWV W`f[dW^k aX [`VWbW`VW`f
directors, there is no basis to infer that they did not attempt in good faith to obtain the
_aef XShadST^W bd[UW fZWk Uag^V eWUgdW Xad fZW _[`ad[fk ad TW^[WhW fZWk ZSV Va`W ea+q
MFW, 67 A.3d at 516.
In light of this comment, it seems that the difficult route of pleading subjective bad
faith is theoretically viable means of attacking the M&F Worldwide framework. This
makes sense, because pleading facts sufficient to support an inference of subjective bad
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faith is one of the traditional ways that a plaintiff can establish disloyalty sufficient to
rebut the business judgment rule.5 pQKRZW Vgfk aX ^akS^fk _S`VSfWe fZSf fZW TWef [`fWdWef
of the corporation and its shareholders takes precedence over any interest possessed by a
director, officer or controlling shareholder and not shared by the efaU]Za^VWde YW`WdS^^k+q
Cede & Co. v. Technicolor, Inc., 634 A.2d 345, 361 (Del. 1993) (citations omitted).
pQKRZW dWcg[dW_W`f fa SUf [` YaaV XS[fZ [e S egTe[V[Sdk W^W_W`f* [+W+* S Ua`V[f[a`* aX fZW
Xg`VS_W`fS^ Vgfk aX ^akS^fk+q Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d 362, 370 (Del. 2006) (internal
quotation marks and citations omitted). Subjective bad faith can take the form of pS`
[`fW`f fa ZSd_q or S` p[`fW`f[a`S^ VWdW^[Uf[a` aX Vgfk+q6 p7 XS[^gdW fa SUf [` YaaV XS[fZ
may be shown, for instance, where the fiduciary intentionally acts with a purpose other

5

See In re Walt Disney Co. Derivative Litig. (Disney II), 906 A.2d 27, 53 (Del. 2006).
'pFgd ^Si U^WSd^k bWd_[fe S \gV[U[S^ SeeWee_W`f aX V[dWUfad YaaV XS[fZ Xad fZSf Xad_Wd bgdbaeW QaX
dWTgff[`Y fZW Tge[`Wee \gVY_W`f dg^WR+q(; eBay Domestic Hldgs., Inc. v. Newmark, 16 A.3d 1, 40
(Del. Ch. 2010) 'pUnder Delaware law, when a plaintiff demonstrates the directors made a
challenged decision in bad faith, the plaintiff rebuts the business judgment rule presumption, and
the burden shifts to the directors to prove that the decision was entirely fair to the corporation
and its stockholders.q(; In re Walt Disney Co. Derivative Litig. (Disney I), 907 A.2d 693, 760n79
(Del. Ch. 2005), affSd, 906 A.2d 27 (Del. 2006) (conducting a director-by-director analysis to
determine if the individual members of the board, none of whom were directly interested in the
Z[d[`Y ad fWd_[`Sf[a` aX fZW UadbadSf[a`se GdWe[VW`f* SUfWV [` TSV XS[fZ(+
6

Lyondell Chem. Co. v. Ryan, 970 A.2d 235, 240 (Del. 2009); accord Disney II, 906
A.2d at 64n22 'VWX[`[`Y pegT\WUf[hW TSV XS[fZq Se pUa`VgUf _af[hSfWV Tk S` SUfgS^ [`fW`f fa Va
ZSd_*q iZ[UZ pUa`ef[fgfWe U^See[U* cg[`fWeeW`f[S^ TSV XS[fZ*q S`V p[`fW`f[a`S^ VWdW^[Uf[a` aX Vgfkq
Se pS Ua`eU[age V[edWYSdV Xad a`Wse dWeba`e[T[^[f[Weq(6 see also Stone, 911 A.2d at 370 (holding,
[` fZW Ua`fWjf aX S` ahWde[YZf U^S[_* fZSf pgffWdQR XS[^QgdWR fa [_b^W_W`f S`k dWbadf[`Y ad
[`Xad_Sf[a` ekefW_ ad Ua`fda^eq ad* pZSh[`Y [_b^W_W`fWV egUZ S ekefW_ ad Ua`fda^e* conscious[]
XS[^QgdWR fa _a`[fad ad ahWdeWW [fe abWdSf[a`eq VW_a`efdSfWV pS Ua`eU[age V[edWYSdVq Xad
V[dWUfades X[VgU[Sdk dWeba`e[T[^[f[We(+
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fZS` fZSf aX SVhS`U[`Y fZW TWef [`fWdWefe aX fZW UadbadSf[a`+q 7 p@f _S]We `a V[XXWdW`UW fZW
dWSea` iZk fZW V[dWUfad [`fW`f[a`S^^k XS[^e fa bgdegW fZW TWef [`fWdWefe aX fZW UadbadSf[a`+q8
Bad faith can be the result of pS`k human emotion [that] may cause a director to place his
ai` [`fWdWefe* bdWXWdW`UWe ad SbbWf[fWe TWXadW fZW iW^XSdW aX fZW UadbadSf[a`*q [`U^gV[`Y
YdWWV* pZSfdWV* ^gef* W`hk* dWhW`YW* + + + eZS_W ad bd[VW+q9
In this case, the UW`fWdb[WUW aX fZW b^S[`f[XXes SdYg_W`f that the independent
directors acted in bad faith [e GSdfk Ose aXXWd* iZ[UZ fZW 9a_b^S[`f VWeUd[TWe Se S
pegTefS`f[S^^k egbWd[ad aXXWdo$0.96 more per share, or nearly 30% higher than the
7`VWdea` =S_[^kse aXXWd+q 9a_pl. ¶ 4. The Complaint contends that it is not rational for
a director to take a lower priced offer when a comparable, higher priced offer is available.
Because no one rationally would do that, the plaintiffs contend that the independent

7

Disney II, 906 A.2d at 67 (quoting Disney I, 907 A.2d at 755); accord Stone, 911 A.2d
Sf /25 'p7 XS[^gdW to act in good faith may be shown, for instance, where the fiduciary
intentionally acts with a purpose other than that of advancing the best interests of the corporation
. . . .q( (quoting Disney II, 906 A.2d at 67); see -;@DB;I=B M& 7IB,GG=J /FKSD% /F<&, 683 A.2d 1049,
-,1- `+. ';W^+ 9Z+ -552( '7^^W`* 9+( 'VWX[`[`Y S pTSV XS[fZq fdS`eSUf[a` Se a`W pfZSf [e SgfZad[lWV
for some purpose other than a genuine attempt to advance corporate welfare or is known to
Ua`ef[fgfW S h[a^Sf[a` aX Sbb^[UST^W bae[f[hW ^Siq( (emphasis omitted); In re RJR Nabisco, Inc.
6SAGD=>Is Litig., 1989 WL 7036, at *15 (Del. Ch. Jan. 31, 1989) (Allen, C.) (explaining that the
Tge[`Wee \gVY_W`f dg^W iag^V `af bdafWUf pS fiduciary who could be shown to have caused a
transaction to be effectuated (even one in which he had no financial interest) for a reason
unrelated to a pursuit of the corporationss best interestsq(+
8

Disney I, 907 A.2d at 754; see Nagy v. Bistricer, 770 A.2d 43, 48 n.2 (Del. Ch. 2000)
(pQIRegardless of his motive, a director who consciously disregards his duties to the corporation
and its stockholders may suffer a personal judgment for monetary damages for any harm he
USgeWe*q WhW` [X Xad S dWSea` pafZWd fZS` bWdea`S^ bWUg`[Sdk [`fWdWef+q(.
9

RJR Nabisco, 1989 WL 7036, at *15; see Guttman v. Huang, 823 A.2d at 506 n.34
'pKZW dWSea` Xad fZW V[e^akS^fk 'fZW XS[fZ^Wee`Wee( [e [ddW^WhS`f* [and] the underlying motive (be it
venal, familial, collegial, or nihilistic) for conscious action not in the corporationss best interest
does not make it faithXg^* Se abbaeWV fa XS[fZ^Wee+q(+
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directors must have had some ulterior motive for not pursuing GSdfk Ose aXXWd+ As the
b^S[`f[XXe eWW [f* fZW XS[^gdW fa bgdegW GSdfk Ose aXXWd egbbadfe S` [`XWdW`UW fZSf the
independent directors disloyally favored the interests of the Anderson Family. Although
they may have been independent in appearance, the plaintiffs seek an inference that they
were not independent in fact.
Chancellor Allen addressed the duties of directors under comparable
circumstances in Mendel v. Carroll, 651 A.3d 297 (Del. Ch. 1994). The case arose out of
a proposal by members of the Carroll family, who were the controlling stockholders of
BSfk @`Vgefd[We* @`U+ 'pBSfkq(* fa SUcg[dW S^^ aX BSfkse unaffiliated shares for $22 each.
The family informed the board that they only were interested in buying and had no
interest in selling any of their shares. The board appointed a special committee, which
negotiated with the family and eventually agreed to a transaction at $25.75 per share.
After the special committee had reached its deal with the Carroll family, an
acquisition vehicle sponsored by Pensler Capital Corporation proposed to purchase all of
BSfkse agfefS`V[`Y eZSdWe Xad Sf ^WSef $.5 bWd eZSdW+ The higher price led the special
committee to determine that it could no longer endorse the merger with the Carroll
family. After changing its investment partner, Pensler reduced its offer to $28, then to
$27.80.
With the special committee having withdrawn its recommendation, the Carroll
family exercised its right to terminate its merger agreement with Katy. Over the Carroll
XS_[^kse aT\WUf[a`* fZW TaSdV authorized the special committee to negotiate with Pensler.
Ka YWf Sdag`V fZW 9Sdda^^ XS_[^kse refusal to sell, Pensler proposed that Katy issue it an
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option to purchase a number of Katy shares at the transaction price which, if exercised,
would be sufficient fa V[^gfW fZW 9Sdda^^ XS_[^kse ai`WdeZ[b fa Sbbdaj[_SfW^k 0,%+ Eaf
surprisingly, the Carroll family strongly objected to that course of action, contending that
it would constitute a breach of fiduciary duty. The special committee was willing to
pursue the idea, as long as Delaware counsel could opine that the option was legal. When
fZW Ua__[ffWWse ;W^SiSdW Uag`eW^ Uag^V `af dW`VWd S VWX[`[f[hW ab[`[a`* fZW GW`e^Wd deal
fell apart, and the committee discontinued the negotiations. The board resolved instead to
declare a special dividend of $14 per share.
A stockholder plaintiff sought a mandatory injunction requiring the Katy board to
issue the dilutive option to facilitate the Pensler transaction. Citing Revlon, Inc. v.
MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc., 506 A.2d 173 (Del. 1986), the plaintiff argued
that the board had breached its fiduciary duties by not issuing the dilutive option because
the Pensler deal constituted the best transaction reasonably available for the minority
stockholders. Chancellor Allen held that Revlon did not apply, but he agreed that the
paT^[YSf[a` fZW TaSdV XSUWe [e dSfZWd e[_[^Sdq fa pfZW aT^[YSf[a` fZSf fZW TaSdV Seeg_We
iZW` [f TWSde iZSf ZShW TWW` US^^WV rRevlon dut[We+sq Mendel, 651 A.3d at 306. This was
because
if the board were to approve a proposed cash-out merger, it would have to
bear in mind that the transaction is a final-stage transaction for the public
shareholders. Thus, the time frame for analysis, insofar as those
shareholders are concerned, is immediate value maximization. The
directors are obliged in such a situation to try, within their fiduciary
obligation, to maximize the current value of the minority shares.
Id. (emphasis in original).
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The critical issues were Zai XSd V[dWUfade Uag^V Ya pi[fZ[` fZW[d X[VgU[Sdk
aT^[YSf[a`q fa _Sj[_[lW fZW hS^gW aX fZW _[`ad[fk eZSdWe S`V iZWfZWd their powers
included the ability to facilitate a third-party transaction by diluting an existing control
block. Chancellor Allen did not rule out the power of a board to dilute a majority holder.
As he had in three prior decisions, Chancellor Allen explained that incumbent directors
could not dilute an existing block of stock for the purpose of maintaining their control,
but they could permissibly dilute a dominant block if the directors SUfWV p[` YaaV XS[fZ
and on the reasonable belief that a controlling shareholder is abusing its power and is
exploiting or threatening to exploit the vulnerability of minority shareholders+q10 Under
this rubric, if fZW 9Sdda^^ XS_[^kse dWXgeS^ fa eW^^ fZW[d eZSdWe Uag^V TW Ua`e[VWdWV S` STgeW
aX baiWd ad Wjb^a[fSf[a` aX fZW _[`ad[fk* fZW` BSfkse TaSdV Uag^V ZShW SgfZad[lWV fZW
dilutive option and a court would have the ability, on an appropriate factual record, to
issue mandatory injunctive relief.
Chancellor Allen concluded fZSf fZW 9Sdda^^ XS_[^kse bdabaeS^ and its refusal to
support the Pensler offer did not bdWeW`f fZW fkbW aX pfZdWSf aX Wjb^a[fSf[a` ad WhW`
unfairness towards a vulnerable minority that might arguably justify discrimination
SYS[`ef S Ua`fda^^[`Y T^aU]+q Mendel, 651 A.2d at 304. He began by explaining why the

10

Id. at 304. The earlier cases in which Chancellor Allen had expressed similar views
were Blasius Indus., Inc. v. Atlas Corp., 564 A.2d 651, 662 n.5 (Del. Ch. 1988), Freedman v.
Rest. Assocs. Indus., Inc., 1987 WL 14323, at *8 (Del. Ch. Oct. 16, 1987); and Philips v.
Insituform of N. Am., Inc., 1987 WL 16285, at *8 (Del. Ch. Aug. 27, 1987). Chancellor Allen
drew support for the underlying premise that a board could deploy corporate power to address a
threat posed by an existing stockholder from Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946
(Del. 1985).
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two offers were not directly comparable, such that the 9Sdda^^ XS_[^kse refusal to support
the numerically higher Pensler offer could not by itself give rise to an inference of
exploitation or unfairness:
Plaintiffs see in the Carroll Groupss unwillingness to sell at $27.80 or to
buy at that price, a denial of plaintiffss ability to realize such a price, and
see this as exploitation or breach of duty. This view implicitly regards the
$27.80 per share price and the Carroll Family Merger price of $25.75 as
comparable sorts of things. But they are legally and financially quite
different. It is, for example, quite possible that the Carroll $25.75 price
may have been fair, even generous, while the $27.80 Pensler price may be
inadequate. If one understands why this is so, one will understand one
reason why the injunction now sought cannot be granted.
The fundamental difference between these two possible transactions arises
from the fact that the Carroll Family already in fact had a committed block
of controlling stock. Financial markets in widely traded corporate stock
accord a premium to a block of stock that can assure corporate control.
Analysts differ as to the source of any such premium but not on its
existence. Optimists see the control premium as a reflection of the
efficiency enhancing changes that the buyer of control is planning on
making to the organization. Others tend to see it, at least sometimes, as the
price that a prospective wrongdoer is willing to pay in order to put himself
in the position to exploit vulnerable others, or simply as a function of a
downward sloping demand curve demonstrating investorss heterogeneous
beliefs about the subject stockss value. In all events, it is widely understood
that buyers of corporate control will be required to pay a premium above
the market price for the companyss traded securities.
The law has acknowledged, albeit in a guarded and complex way, the
legitimacy of the acceptance by controlling shareholders of a control
premium.
The significant fact is that in the Carroll Family Merger, the buyers were
not buying corporate control. With either 48% or 52% of the outstanding
stock they already had it. Therefore, in evaluating the fairness of the Carroll
proposal, the Special Committee and its financial advisors were in a
distinctly different position than would be a seller in a transaction in which
corporate control was to pass.
The Pensler offer, of course, was fundamentally different. It was an offer,
in effect, to the controlling shareholder to purchase corporate control, and
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to all public shareholders, to purchase the remaining part of the companyss
shares, all at a single price. It distributed the control premium evenly over
all shares. Because the Pensler proposed $27.80 price was a price that
contemplated not simply the purchase of non-controlling stock, as did the
Carroll Family Merger, but complete control over the corporation, it was
not fairly comparable to the per-share price proposed by the Carroll Group.
Id. at 304n05 (citations omitted).
The fact that the offers were fundamentally different, however, did not end the
analysis. As Chancellor Allen explained, p[t]o note that these proposals are
fundamentally different does not, of course, mean that the board owes fiduciary duties in
one instance but `af fZW afZWd+q Id. at 305. Instead, fZW V[dWUfade iWdW paT^[YSfWV fa fS]W
note of the circumstance that the proposal was being advanced by a group of shareholders
fZSf Ua`ef[fgfWV Sbbdaj[_SfW^k 1,% aX S^^ eZSdW ai`WdeZ[b*q S`V fZSf [` fZSf
U[dUg_efS`UW* pfZW TaSdVse Vgfk iSe fa dWspect the rights of the Carroll Family, while
assuring that if any transaction of the type proposed was to be accomplished, it would be
accomplished only on terms that were fair to the public stockholders and represented the
best available terms from their ba[`f aX h[Wi+q Id. The rights of the Carroll family
included the right not to have to sell their shares.11

11

Mendel* 21- 7+.V Sf /,2 'pEa bSdf aX fZW[d X[VgU[Sdk Vgfk Se Ua`fda^^[`Y eZSdWZa^VWde
dWcg[dWe fZW_ fa eW^^ fZW[d [`fWdWef+q(6 accord Bershad v. Curtiss-Wright Corp., 535 A.2d 840,
844n45 (Del. 1987); MFW, 67 A.3d at 508; see Jedwab v. MGM Grand Hotels, Inc., 509 A.2d
140* 154 ';W^+ 9Z+ -542( '7^^W`* 9+( 'pNhile the law requires that corporate fiduciaries observe
high standards of fidelity and, when self-dealing is involved, places upon them the burden of
demonstrating the intrinsic fairness of transactions they authorize, the law does not require more
than fairness. Specifically, it does not, absent a showing of culpability, require that directors or
controlling shareholders sacrifice their own financial interest in the enterprise for the sake of the
corporation or its minority shareholders.q(6 see also /F I> 7I;FJ 9GID= 'BIDBF>J% /F<& 6SAGD=>IJ
Litig., 1988 WL 111271, at *8 (Del. Ch. Oct. 21, 1988) 'pQ7R Ua`fda^^[`Y eZSdWZa^VWd iZa TWSde
fiduciary obligations . . . also has rights that may not be ignored . . . includ[ing] a right to
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KZW TaSdVse X[VgU[Sdk aT^[YSf[a` fa fZW UadbadSf[a` S`V [fe eZSdWZa^VWde* [`
this setting, requires it to be a protective guardian of the rightful interest of
the public shareholders. But while that obligation may authorize the board
to take extraordinary steps to protect the minority from plain overreaching,
it does not authorize the board to deploy corporate power against the
majority stockholders, in the absence of a threatened serious breach of
fiduciary duty by the controlling stock.
Mendel, 651 A.2d at 306. Chancellor Allen found no indication that the $25.75 price that
the Carroll family proposed to pay was an inadequate or unfair price for the noncontrolling stock, or that the Carroll family had abused its control by proposing the
transaction or refusing to sell.
Applied to this case, Mendelse fWSUZ[`Ye VWXWSf S`k dWSea`ST^k Ua`UW[hST^W
inference of bad faith. Like the Carroll family in Mendel, the Anderson Family did not
breach its duties by refusing to sell its shares to Party Y. Also like the Carroll family, the
Anderson Family did not breach any duty to the corporation or its minority, nor did it
overreach or threaten exploitation, by proposing a going-private transaction at a
substantial premium to the market price. Since Mendel, the Delaware Supreme Court has
approved the M&F Worldwide framework as a means of implementing a non-coercive,
Sd_es ^W`YfZ bdaUWee Xad `WYaf[Sf[`Y S ecgWWlW-out. The Anderson Family followed the
M&F Worldwide framework and conditioned its proposal on both an affirmative
recommendation by an independent committee and the affirmative vote of a majority of
fZW 9a_bS`kse g`SXX[^[SfWV eZSdWe+ KZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^k fZge W`egdWV gb Xda`f fZSf fZW

effectuate a [squeeze-out] so long as the terms are intrinsically fair to the minority considering
all relevant circumefS`UWe + + + +q(+
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9a_bS`kse _[`ad[fk efaU]Za^VWde iag^V TW ST^W fa VWfWd_[`W Xad fhemselves whether to
accept any offer that the committee recommended. Having followed M&F Worldwide,
the members of the Anderson Family have an even stronger argument than the Carroll
family that they did not overreach or exploit the minority by making their proposal.
Under the rule of law articulated in Mendel, the Committee could not have acted
loyally by deploying corporate power against the Anderson Family to facilitate a thirdparty deal. The Committee could explore third-party offers to test whether the members
of the Anderson Family would stick to their buyer-only stance when presented with an
opportunity to sell. The Committee also could use a third-party offer to assess the value
aX fZW 9a_bS`k S`V VWfWd_[`W iZWfZWd fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse bid was so low as to
warrant rejecting it outright without presenting it to the minority. This is what the
Committee did. Rather than supporting S` [`XWdW`UW aX TSV XS[fZ* fZW 9a__[ffWWse SUf[a`e
support an inference of good faith.
To defeat the logic of Mendel, the plaintiffs have argued that it cannot be assumed
fZSf GSdfk Ose offer incorporated a control premium and that the Proxy Statement does
not support such an inference. To the contrary Delaware law recognizes that third party
offers typically include a control premium12 and that that minority shares conversely

12

6>>% >&@&% 4;I;EGLFK )GEE<SFJ /F<& M& 58) 3>KNGIC% /F<&, 637 A.2d 34, 43 (Del.
-550( 'pKZW SUcg[e[f[a` aX _S\ad[fk efSfge S`V fZW Ua`eWcgW`f bd[h[^WYW aX WjWdf[`Y fZW baiWde aX
majority ownership come at a price. That price is usually S Ua`fda^ bdW_[g_ + + + +q(6 Cheff v.
Mathes* -55 7+.V 104* 111 ';W^+ -520( 'pQ@Rf [e W^W_W`fSdk fZSf S Za^VWd aX S egTefS`f[S^ `g_TWd
aX eZSdWe iag^V WjbWUf fa dWUW[hW fZW Ua`fda^ bdW_[g_ Se bSdf aX Z[e eW^^[`Y bd[UW + + + +q(6 In re
Marriott Hotel Props. II Ltd. 4SJABH Unitholders Litig., 1996 WL 342040, at *4 (Del. Ch. June
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trade at a discount when a dominant or controlling stockholder is present.13 Scholars have
documented the same propositions14 with the premiums and discounts varying across

-.* -552( 'pQKRZW d[YZf fa V[dWUf fZW _S`SYW_W`f aX fZW X[d_se SeeWfe + + + Y[hWe d[eW fa fZW
bZW`a_W`S aX Ua`fda^ bdW_[S+q(+
13

See, e.g., ONTI, Inc. v. Integra Bank, 751 A.2d 904, 91. ';W^+ 9Z+ -555( 'pQ8RWUSgeW
the market ascribed a control premium to the publicly-held majority ownership, it similarly
ascribed a minority share discount to the publicly-fdSVWV eZSdWe + + + +q(6 Robotti & Co., LLC v.
Gulfport Energy Co., 2007 WL 2019796* Sf ). ';W^+ 9Z+ Ag^k /* .,,3( 'pIWXWdW`UWe fa fdSV[`Y
price may not be especially useful . . . in this instance, because the trading . . . was limited and
QfZW Ua_bS`kR ZSV S Ua`fda^ eZSdWZa^VWd+q(6 Andaloro v. PFPC Worldwide, Inc., 2005 WL
2045640, at *8 (Del. Ch. Aug. 19, 2005) (Strine, V.C.) (pointing out that in the appraisal context,
pfZW XS[d hS^gW efS`VSdV [feW^X [e* [` _S`k dWebWUfe* S bda-petitioner standard that takes into
account that many transactions giving rise to appraisal involve mergers effected by controlling
stockholders. The elimination of minority discounts, for example, represents a deviation from the
fair market value of minority shares as a real world matter in order to give the minority a pro rata
eZSdW aX fZW W`f[dW X[d_se hS^gWotheir proportionate share of the company valued as a going
concern.q(6 0D;F@ M& 6EBKASJ ,GG= $ *IL@ )KIJ&% /F<&, 1997 WL 257463, at *11 (Del. Ch. May
-/* -553( 'dWUaY`[l[`Y fZSf pXSUfade fZSf fW`V fa _[`[_[lW ad V[eUag`f QSR bdW_[g_ Q[`U^gVWR fZW
fact that fZW + + + efaU] bd[UW Ua`fS[`QeR S _[`ad[fk fdSV[`Y V[eUag`f Se S dWeg^f aX QS bSdfkseR
Ua`fda^q aX S Ua_bS`k(6 MacLane Gas Co. Ltd., Partnership v. Enserch Corp., 1992 368614, at
)5 ';W^+ 9Z+ ;WU+ 5* -55.( 'X[`V[`Y fZSf fZW pfZW efaU] bd[UW + + + iSe `af a reliable indication of
the value of the [shares of the company at issue because] . . . the trading price contained an
[_b^[U[f _[`ad[fk V[eUag`f Se S dWeg^f aX QfZW VWXW`VS`fseR Ua`fda^ ahWd QfZW Ua_bS`kRq(; see also
Goemaat v. Goemaat, 1993 WL 339306, at *6 (Del. Fam. May 19, 1993) (applying a minority
V[eUag`f fa i[XWse --% ai`WdeZ[b [` S bd[hSfW XS_[^k Tge[`Wee [` S V[hadUW bdaUWWV[`Y because
i[XWse e[efWd Ua`fda^^WV S`V ai`WV 2,% aX fZW Tge[`Wee(+
14

Compare John C. Coates IV, QFair ValueR As an Avoidable Rule of Corporate Law:
Minority Discounts in Conflict Transactions, 147 U. PA. L. REV. 1251, 1273n74 (1999)
'pNhether measured against very small blocks that trade on the public stock markets daily or
against larger but noncontrol share blocks, control shares command premium prices.q(* with
James H. Eggart, Replacing the Sword with A Scalpel: The Case for A Bright-Line Rule
Disallowing the Application of Lack of Marketability Discounts in Shareholder Oppression
Cases, 44 ARIZ. L. REV. 213, 220 '.,,.( 'pA minority discount accounts for the fact that a
minority interest, because it lacks the power to dictate corporate management and policies, is
worth less to third-bSdfk bgdUZSeWde fZS` S Ua`fda^^[`Y [`fWdWef+q(. See also Matthew D. Cain, Jill
E. Fisch, Sean J. Griffith & Steven Davidoff Solomon, How Corporate Governance is Made:
The Case of the Golden Leash, 164 U. PA. L. REV. 205* 213 '.,-2( 'pQGRgT^[US^^k fdSVWV eZSdWe
of firms with a controlling shareholder trade at a so-US^^WV r_[`ad[fk V[eUag`f+s 8WUSuse minority
shares in a controlled corporation lack the ability to influence the management of the firm, they
fdSVW Sf S V[eUag`f dW^Sf[hW fa afZWd eZSdWe+q( 'U[fSf[a`e a_[ffWV(6 Ronald J. Gilson & Jeffrey N.
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legal systems depending on the extent of the protections that a particular legal system
provides to minority stockholders.15
On the facts alleged, one US` dWSea`ST^k [`XWd fZSf GSdfk Ose aXXWd was higher
TWUSgeW GSdfk O iSe eWW][`Y fa SUcg[dW Ua`fda^ S`V fZSf fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse affer was
lower because it took into account fZW XS_[^kse existing control over the Company. It is
not possible to infer the exact amount of the premium or discount, because although it is
dWSea`ST^W fa dWYSdV GSdfk Ose aXXWd Se S` Sd_es ^W`YfZ bd[UW Xad fZe Company as a whole,
the premium that the Anderson Family offered over the market price may have included
ea_W eZSd[`Y aX fZW hS^gW afZWdi[eW Sffd[TgfST^W fa fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse T^aU]+ Le[`Y
the two offers as guideposts, Parfk Ose aXXWd aX $0+.- bWd eZSre for the whole company
represented a premium of $0.96 per share, or approximate 30%, over the Anderson
=S_[^kse aXXWd of $3.25 per share for the minority. Put another way, the Anderson
=S_[^kse aXXWd of $3.25 per share for the minority shares contemplated a discount of

Gordon, Controlling Controlling Shareholders, 152 U. PA. L. REV. 341* 343 '.,,/( 'pQKRZW
controlling shareholder secures value from its control position that is not received by the noncontrolling shareholders. In turn, the controlling shareholder can extract the same value from
control by selling it at a premium to the value of the non-Ua`fda^^[`Y eZSdWe+q(.
15

See, e.g., Alexander Dyck & Luigi Zingales, Control Premiums and the Effectiveness
of Corporate Governance Systems, 16 J. APPLIED CORP. FIN. 51 (2004); Alexander Dyck & Luigi
Zingales, Private Benefits of Control: An International Comparison 'ESfs^ 8gdWSg aX <Ua`+
Research, Working Paper No. 8711, 2002). Rafael La Porta, et al., Investor Protection and
Corporate
Governance
14
&
n.4
(July
27,
2000),
available
at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=183908; Luigi Zingales, The Value of the
Voting Right: A Study of the Milan Stock Exchange Experience, 7 REV. FIN. STUD. (1994);
Michael J. Barclay & Clifford G. Holderness, Private Benefits from Control of Public
Corporations, 25 J. FIN. ECON. 371 (1989). Other factors can affect control premiums, including
pS` [`VWbW`VW`f S`V i[VW^k U[dUg^Sf[`Y bdWee* Z[YZ dSfWe aX fSj Ua_b^[S`UW* S`V S Z[YZ VWYdWW aX
bdaVgUf _Sd]Wf Ua_bWf[f[a`+q ;kU] & P[`YS^We* Control Premiums, supra, at 53.
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approximately 23% from the $4.21 that Party Y, a third-party purchaser, would pay for
the Company as a whole.
If the independent directors facilitated a grossly inadequate offer, then it might be
possible to infer that they acted in bad faith. If the amount of the minority discount was
extreme, then one might infer that the independent directors sought to serve the interests
of the controller, confident that stockholders focused on short-term gains would approve
any transaction at a premium to market. This is not such a case, because the bargained-for
consideration falls within a rational range of discounts and premiums.16 In other words,
the difference is not so facially large as to suggest that the Committee was attempting to

16

See, e.g., 9BDEBF@KGF 6;M& ,LF= 6G<SP% ,6( M& ,GI>JB@AK +F>I@P 11), 2015 WL
344511.* Sf )5 `+/ ';W^+ 9Z+ ;WU+ 0* .,-1( 'pQ7R `g_TWd aX efgV[We ZShW Xag`V fZSf Ua`fda^
bdW_[S [` _WdYWde S`V SUcg[e[f[a`e fkb[US^^k dS`YW TWfiWW` /,% S`V 1,%+q( 'U[f[`Y FACTSET
MERGERSTAT, CONTROL PREMIUM STUDY 1ST QUARTER 2012, at 2 (2012); Jens Kengelbach &
Alexander Roos, The Boston Consulting Group, Riding the Next Wave in M & A: Where Are the
Opportunities to Create Value? 10 (2011)); /F I> 6GLKA>IF 4>IL )GHH>I )GIH& 6SAGD=er Deriv.
Litig.* 1. 7+/V 32-* 4-5 ';W^+ 9Z+ .,--( 'Sbb^k[`Y S pUa`eWdhSf[hWq Ua`fda^ bdW_[g_ aX ./+0%*
iZ[UZ iSe fZW p_WV[S` bdW_[g_ Xad _WdYWd fdS`eSUf[a`e [` .,,0 US^Ug^SfWV Tk DWdYWdefSfq(6
Prescott Gp. Small Cap, L.P. v. Coleman Co., 2004 WL 2059515, at *13 n.77, *28 (Del. Ch.
JWbf+ 4* .,,0( 'SUUWbf[`Y Se pUa`e[efW`f i[fZ ;W^SiSdW ^Siq S Ua`fda^ bdW_[g_ hS^gSf[a` dS`YW
aX p/, fa 0, bWdUW`fq(6 Agranoff v. Miller, 791 A.2d 880, 900 (Del. Ch. 2001) (applying a 30%
discount to a comparable companies analysis to adjust for an implicit minority discount, noting
fZSf fZW V[eUag`f [` fZW dW^WhS`f _Sd]Wf eWUfad pfW`VWV fa TW ^aiWd a` ShWdSYW fZS` fZSf Xad fZW
W`f[dW _Sd]Wfb^SUWq(6 Kleinwort Benson Ltd. v. Silgan Corp., 1995 WL 376911, at *5 (Del.Ch.
June 15, 1995) (citing available premium data ranging from 34%n48%); see also Coates, supra
note 13, at 1274 n.72 (citing data for the period from 1981 through 1994, [`V[USf[`Y fZSf pbd[UWe
paid in acquisitions by negotiated purchase or tender offer of control shares in public companies
exceeded the market prices for the targetss outstanding stock by an average of approximately
/4%q S`V fZSf Vgd[`Y fZW eS_W bWd[aV* pShWdSYW bd[UWe bS[V [` fZW eS_W fkbWe aX SUcg[e[f[a`e aX
large (>10%) but noncontrolling blocks of shares in public companies also exceeded market
prices for the targetss outstanding stock, but premiums for these noncontrol share blocks
ShWdSYWV a`^k /0+1%q(; Gary Fodor & Edward Mazza, Business Valuation Fundamentals for
Planners, 5 J. FIN. PLAN. 170, 177 (1992) (stating that control premiums paid for public
companies averaged 30% to 40% from the late 1960s to the late 1980s).
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facilitate a sweetheart deal for the Anderson Family. The Committee instead was entitled
to consider the fact that the minority stockholders would be able to determine for
fZW_eW^hWe iZWfZWd fa SUUWbf fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse aXXWd+ NZW` VWU[V[`Y a` S Uagrse of
SUf[a`* S TaSdV US` pfS]W [`fa SUUag`f fZSf [fe efaU]Za^VWde iag^V ZShW S XS[d UZS`UW fa
evaluate the boardse VWU[e[a` Xad fZW_eW^hWe+q C&J Energy Servs., Inc. v. City of Miami
Gen. Empls.S Ret. Tr., 107 A.3d 1049, 1070 (Del. 2014).
Appraisal acts as a further check on expropriation by the Anderson Family,
because when valuing the BAM shares in an appraisal proceeding, a court would exclude
any minority discount.17 That is why the Anderson Family insisted on an appraisal
condition and why the deal almost broke down over that issue. The Committee rationally
could have believed that if stockholders felt aggrieved over a price that implied a
minority discount, they could protect themselves by pursuing appraisal, and that if
enough stockholders exercised their appraisal rights, then the Anderson Family might
rely on the appraisal condition to back out of the deal. A minority of the minority thus
had the ability to influence the outcome of the transaction, although they lacked an
explicit veto right.

17

Cavalier Oil Corp. v. Harnett* 120 7+.V --/3* --01 ';W^+ -545( 'pKZW Sbb^[USf[a` aX S
discount to a minority shareholder is contrary to the requirement that the company be viewed as
S rYa[`Y Ua`UWd`+sq(6 see Paskill Corp. v. Alcoma Corp., 747 A.2d 549, 557 (Del. 2000)
'pQKRZWdW US` TW `a V[eUag`f[`Y Sf fZW eZSdWZa^VWd ^WhW^+q(6 Rapid-Am. Corp. v. Harris, 603 A.2d
796, 804 (Del. 1992) (pQ7R Uagdf US``af SV\gef [fe hS^gSf[a` fa dWX^WUf S eZSdWZa^VWdse [`V[h[VgS^
[`fWdWef [` fZW W`fWdbd[eW+q(+ See generally Jesse A. Finkelstein & John D. Hendershot, Appraisal
Rights in Mergers & Consolidations, 38n5th C.P.S. § V(I), at A-65 (BNA) 'p;W^SiSdW ^Si
precludes the application of a minority discount in an appraisal proceeding at the stockholder
^WhW^+q(+
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There are other indications in the record that foreclose an inference of bad faith on
the part of the independent directors. To draw that inference, it would be necessary to
believe that the only rational course of action for the Committee was to reject the
Anderson Fam[^kse aXXWd S`V `af S^^ai [f fa TW bdWeW`fWV fa fZW efaU]Za^VWde+ But the
$3.25 per share that was offered by the Anderson Family was 93% higher than the trading
price the day before the Anderson Family first proposed a merger, 23% higher than the
trading price the day before the Merger was announced, and 20% higher than the
7`VWdea` =S_[^kse [`[f[S^ aXXWd aX $.+31* iZ[UZ fZW 9a__[ffWW dW\WUfWV+ KZW 9a__[ffWW
rationally could believe that stockholders might prefer liquidity at a premium to market.
In addition to explaining this rationale, the Proxy Statement identifies nine other bulleted
reasons, some with sub-bullets, why the Committee viewed the Merger favorably and
recommended it to the stockholders.
The allegations of the Complaint thus do not support a reasonable inference that
the Committee acted in bad faith. Nor does the Complaint offer any other reason to infer
that the members of the Committee were not disinterested or independent. The second
element of the M&F Worldwide framework is met.
C.

The Com1/77--;6 $87.35/79
The third requirement under M&F Worldwide [e fZSf pfZW JbWU[S^ 9a__[ffWW [e

W_baiWdWV fa XdWW^k eW^WUf [fe ai` SVh[eade S`V fa eSk `a VWX[`[f[hW^k+q 88 A.3d at 645.
The plaintiffs do not contest this requirement. The Proxy Statement describes the
resolutions that granted the Committee the power to hire its own legal and financial
advisors, and the Committee exercised that authority by hiring King & Spalding, Morris
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Nichols, and Houlihan Lokey. KZW Gdajk JfSfW_W`fse VWeUd[bf[a` aX fZW dWealutions also
makes clear that the Board committed not to proceed with a transaction without a
favorable recommendation from the Committee. The third element of the M&F
Worldwide framework is met.
D.

The Duty Of Care
The fourth requirement under M&F Worldwide is that pQfRZW JbWU[S^ 9a__[ffWW

_WWfe [fe Vgfk aX USdW [` `WYaf[Sf[`Y S XS[d bd[UW+q 88 A.3d at 645. The standard of conduct
for the duty of care requires that V[dWUfade p[`Xad_ fZW_eW^hWe* bd[ad fa _S][`Y S Tge[`Wee
decision, of all material information dWSea`ST^k ShS[^ST^W fa fZW_+q Aronson, 473 A.2d at
812. For purposes of applying the M&F Worldwide framework on a motion to dismiss,
the standard of review for measuring compliance with the duty of care is whether the
complaint has alleged facts supporting a reasonably conceivable inference that the
directors were grossly negligent.
The special committee in MFW met a total of eight times. It interviewed multiple
financial advisors before selecting a firm. It obtained up-to-date projections from
company management, then had its financial advisor prepare detailed financial analyses.
The committee did not seek third-party offers, but it had its financial advisor assess the
possibilities. The committee negotiated with the controller and achieved an increase in
the price from $24 per share to $25 per share. 67 A.3d at 515. The court observed that in
SffSU][`Y fZW Ua__[ffWWse bdaUWee*
the plaintiffs make a number of arguments in which they question the
business judgment of the special committee, in terms of issues such as
whether the special committee could have extracted another higher bid
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from MacAndrews & Forbes if it had said no to the $25 per share offer, and
whether the special committee was too conservative i` hS^g[`Y D=Nse
future prospects. These are the sorts of questions that can be asked about
any business negotiation, and that are, of course, the core of an appraisal
proceeding and relevant when a court has to make a determination itself
about the financial fairness of a merger transaction under the entire fairness
standard.
Id. at 516. The court rejected these arguments as bases for questioning whether the
V[dWUfade Ua_b^[WV i[fZ fZW[d Vgfk aX USdW* Za^V[`Y fZSf pQfRZW dWUadV [e U^WSd fZSf fZW
special committee met frequently and was presented with a rich body of financial
information relevant to whether and at what price a going private transaction was
SVh[eST^W+q Id.
The Committee in this case met thirty-three times, negotiated with the Anderson
Family for over five months, sought alternative buyers for the whole company,
considered alternative transaction structures, dW\WUfWV fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse [`[f[S^ aXXWd*
submitted two counteroffers, negotiated over non-economic terms, and obtained a sale
price 20% higher than the A`VWdea` =S_[^kse [`[f[S^ aXXWd+ The resulting sale price was
_adW fZS` 5,% STahW 87Dse U^ae[`Y bd[UW a` fZW VSk TWXadW fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^k
announced its bid. These facts do not support a reasonable inference that the Committee
was grossly negligent.
Once again, the p^S[`f[XXe XaUge a` GSdfk Ose aXXWd as the linchpin of their
argument, suggesting that that the Committee was grossly negligent in accepting the
7`VWdea` =S_[^kse aXXWd when a higher offer was available. For reasons that this decision
already has discussed, the Committee could not force the Anderson Family to accept
GSdfk Ose aXXWd* `ad iSe [f [` S bae[f[a` fa fS]W SUf[a` SYS[`ef fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^k fa
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XSU[^[fSfW GSdfk Ose aXXWd+ >[hW` fZaeW Ua`efdS[`fe* ea_W _[YZf eSk fZSf Wjbloring potential
third-bSdfk SUf[a`e iSe S hS[` SUf+ @` _k h[Wi* ZaiWhWd* fZW 9a__[ffWWse VWU[e[a` fa Va
so definitively undercuts any possible inference of gross negligence. Rather than only
negotiating with the Anderson Family or relying exclusively on the advice from Houlihan
Lokey, the Committee sought additional information in the form of third-party
expressions of interest. pA decent respect for reality forces one to admit that [a financial
SVh[eadse ab[`[a`R [e XdWcgW`f^k S bS^W egTef[fgfW Xad fZW VWpendable information that a
US`hSe aX fZW dW^WhS`f _Sd]Wf US` bdah[VW+q In re Amsted Indus. Inc. Litig., 1988 WL
92736, at *7 (Del. Ch. Aug. 24, 1988) (Allen, C.), affSd sub nom. Barkan v. Amsted
Indus., Inc., 567 A.2d 1279 (Del. 1989).
A committee can satisfy its duty of care by negotiating diligently with the
assistance of advisors. See MFW, 67 A.3d at 514n16. A committee goes one better when
it takes the additional step of gathering additional information through a market canvass.
Doing so in this case allowed the Committee to fWef fZW 7`VWdea` =S_[^kse Ua`h[Uf[a`
about not being a seller. Having the offer in hand also helped the Committee negotiate,
because the offer would be a data point in any post-closing appraisal action, giving the
Anderson Family a reason to bump their offer to decrease the risk that dissenting
stockholders would seek appraisal.
As in MFW, the plaintiffs advance other arguments. They erroneously contend that
because BAM owned approximately $20 million in equity in its properties, the Anderson
Family only paid $600,000 for the rest of the business. That is incorrect. The Anderson
Family owned 57.6% of the Company, and the $21 million Merger value was only for the
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shares that the Anderson Family did not already own. The plaintiffs also argue about
inputs in Houlihan Lokeyse hS^gSf[a` S`S^ke[e+ EW[fZWd egbbadfe S` [`XWdW`UW aX Ydaee
negligence.
E.

The Information Provided To The Minority Stockholders
The fifth requirement of M&F Worldwide [e fZSf pfZW hafW aX fZW _[`ad[fk [e

[`Xad_WV+q 88 A.3d at 645. The plaintiffs have never asserted any disclosure claims.
F.

The Absence Of Any Coercion
The sixth and final requirement of M&F Worldwide [e fZSf pfZWdW [e `a UaWdU[a` aX

fZW _[`ad[fk+q 88 A.3d at 645. The plaintiffs do not argue that there was.
G.

The Operation Of The Business Judgment Rule
Once the elements of M&F Worldwide are met, the business judgment rule

bdah[VWe fZW abWdSf[hW efS`VSdV aX dWh[Wi+ pL`VWd fZSf dg^W* fZW Uagdf [e bdWU^gVWV Xda_
inquiring into the substantive fairness of the merger, and must dismiss the challenge to
fZW _WdYWd g`^Wee fZW _WdYWdse fWd_e were so disparate that no rational person acting in
YaaV XS[fZ Uag^V ZShW fZagYZf fZW _WdYWd iSe XS[d fa fZW _[`ad[fk+q MFW, 67 A.3d 496 at
1,,+ pQ@f [eR ^aY[US^^k V[XX[Ug^f fa Ua`UWbfgS^[lW Zai S b^S[`f[XX US` g^f[_SfW^k bdahW S
waste or gift claim in the face of a decision by fully informed, uncoerced, independent
efaU]Za^VWde fa dSf[Xk fZW fdS`eSUf[a`+q Huizenga, 751 A.2d at 901. By definition, at that
point, rational people who were members of the minority thought the merger was fair.
In M&F Worldwide, Chief Justice Strine, then Chancellor, held that the evidence
bdWeW`fWV XS[^WV fa pdS[eW S fd[ST^W [eegW aX XSUf g`VWd fZW Tge[`Wee \gVY_W`f dg^Wq iZWdW
pQfRZW _WdYWd iSe WXXWUfWV Sf S 03% bdW_[g_[,] . . . [a] financial advisor for the special
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committee found thSf fZW bd[UW iSe XS[d [` ^[YZf aX hSd[age S`S^keWe*q S`V pQSRXfWd
disclosure of the material facts, 65% of the minority stockholders decided for themselves
fZSf fZW bd[UW iSe XShadST^W+q MFW, 67 A.3d at 519. In this case, the Merger provided the
minority stockholders with a 90% premium, Houlihan Lokey opined that it was fair, and
after disclosure of the material facts, 66.3% of the minority stockholders approved it.
It is not possible to infer that no rational person acting in good faith could have
thought the Merger was fair to the minority. The only possible inference is that many
rational people, including the members of the Committee and numerous minority
stockholders, thought the Merger was fair to the minority.
III.

CONCLUSION

The Merger satisfied the M&F Worldwide framework. The Complaint is dismissed
with prejudice.
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